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Abstract
Introduction Lesbian, gay, and bisexuals have unique healthcare needs. Breast cancer is leading cancer in women, worldwide, accounting for 25% of all cases. Annual incidence rates increased significantly in all countries and age groups. The
occurrence of breast cancer is rare in transgender population. As they have very limited access to medical care, it is much
less likely to pursue breast cancer screening than in other individuals not identified as transgender.
Review of the cases from literature Up to date, only 13 cases of the breast cancer transsexuals (female to male) have been
reported in six published papers worldwide. Histological examination of the breast tumor in female-to-male transgender
showed progesterone/estrogen-positive invasive ductal carcinoma.
Discussion Gender identity describes a person’s inherent sense of being a woman, man, or of neither gender, whereas sexual
orientation refers to how people identify their physical and emotional attraction to others. Gender reassignment surgery, as
series of complex surgical genital and non-genital procedures, is recognized as the most effective treatment for patients with
gender dysphoria. The two main principles of hormone therapy for transgender patients are to reduce endogenous hormone
levels and their associated sex characteristics and replace them with hormones of the preferred sex. Breast cancer infrequently
occurs in transgender patients. Even breast core biopsies can be difficult for interpreting after changes in breast tissue in
female-to-male transsexuals following gender reassignment.
Conclusion Reviewing the literature, so many different data concerning probability of breast cancer in sexual minority can
be found. Breast cancer screening program should be offered to all transgender individuals according to national guidelines.
Very important is to take into consideration a transgender person’s natal and surgical anatomy, unique clinical concerns for
depression and anxiety, risk of suicide together with risk factors including experiences of harassment or physical or sexual
violence, low education level, and unemployment. Understanding the need for mammography in these often marginalized
groups is very important in addressing breast cancer disparities despite differences in insurance coverage in some countries
and greater concern for the cancer of the breast in residual breast tissue. The best screening rule, ever, for breast cancer in
male transsexuals and other similar population should be, besides surgical history and hormonal status, “Screen Now, Screen
Regularly and Screen What You Have.”
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Introduction
Lesbian, gay, bisexual population—approximately 9 million people in the United States, and transgender—700,000
adults, (LGBT) people have unique healthcare needs [1].
Breast cancer is leading cancer in women, accounting for
25% of all cases worldwide. It resulted in 1.68 million of
new cases and 522,000 deaths [2]. It is more common in
developed countries [3] and more than 100 times common in
women than in men [4, 5]. Annual incidence rates increased
significantly in all countries and age groups. Mortality rates
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decreased significantly in all age groups in most countries,
but increased up to 5% annually above the age of 55 in
Ukraine, Serbia, Moldova, and Cyprus [6]. The incidence of
breast carcinoma after prophylactic mastectomy is probably
less than 2% [3, 7]. Breast cancer can be found in residual
mammary tissue after breast ablation [8], and therefore skin
sparing mastectomy should be avoided in patients during sex
reassignment surgery [9].
The occurrence of the breast cancer is rare in transgender
population. Mastectomy and sex reassignment surgery allow
female-to-male (FtM) transsexuals to live as their desired
sex. If they are testosterone treated, the future prospect of
breast cancer without breast tissue seems to be with a very
small chance to get the breast cancer [10]. There are no formal recommendations for surgery selection in this population [11] in spite of the studies which estimated that this
cohort includes more than 0.5% of the population and is
rapidly growing [12, 13]. Transgender (TG) veterans do not
display an increase in breast cancer incidence greater than
in general population [14]. As they have very limited access
to medical care, it is much less likely to pursue breast cancer
screening than in other individuals who are not identified as
transgender [15].

Review of the cases from the literature
Up to date, only 13 worldwide cases with breast cancer in
FtM transsexuals have been reported in six published paper
[3, 10, 14, 16–18].
In paper published by Burcombe, in 2003, FtM transsexual aged 33 developed breast cancer 10 years after bilateral
prophylactic mastectomy [16]. Tumor was invasive ductal
carcinoma 11 mm, grade I, 0/13 lymph nodes, ER positive, and PR positive, infiltrating the underlying pectoralis
muscle.
Shao in 2011 described two cases of patients with
breast cancer who did not go through the whole process of
transgender surgery including bilateral prophylactic mastectomy. Both patients underwent bilateral mastectomy with
sentinel lymph node biopsy. In one case, just after breast
cancer was revealed and SLNB was positive, axillary dissection was done [17]. Patient, 48 years old, was diagnosed with
invasive ductal carcinoma 9 mm, grade II, negative SLN.
ER was 90% positive, PR was negative, and HER 2 was 3+
positive. His test was negative for BRCA mutations. Family
history was positive. After surgery and post adjuvant therapy
he was free of recurrence for 2 years. The second patient was
27 years old with invasive ductal carcinoma 25 mm, grade
III, 1 positive of 14 lymph nodes after left axillary lymph
node dissection. ER was positive 90%, PR was 10% positive,
and HER 2 was 3+. Staging positron emission tomography
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showed no evidence of metastatic disease. His test was negative for BRCA mutations.
Gooren notes that out of 795 FtM patients, only one case
of breast cancer was confirmed. Routine histological examination of the left breast showed an ER+/PR + tubular adenocarcinoma, grade 1, with a diameter of 9 mm. The follow-up
was event-free [18].
Nine-year follow-up study of 473 patients with one-stage
gender reassignment surgery (GRS) in female-to-male transsexuals (FtM) in Serbia showed only one case with breast
carcinoma in the postoperative period [3, 19]. Nikolic et al.,
in 2012, showed the importance of precise preoperative and
postoperative diagnostics and hormonal monitoring, besides
gender reassignment surgery (total abdominal hysterectomy
with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, colpocleisis, metoidioplasty, phalloplasty, urethroplasty with scrotoplasty and
perineoplasty) with prophylactic bilateral mastectomy in
revealing breast cancer of the possible residual glandular
breast tissue due to hormonal impact with testosterone
therapy [3]. Patient was 42 years old, with invasive ductal
carcinoma, 63 × 54 × 50 mm, grade IV, 12+/13 lymph nodes,
PR negative, and ER negative; HER 2 was 3+.
Brown and Jones in 2015 paper wrote about seven cases
of confirmed PR/ER positive (out of two unknown hormonal
status) breast cancer in FtM out of 5135 TG veterans in USA
for the period of 17 years [14].
Katayama et al. described breast cancer in a 41-year-old
FtM transsexual, who underwent GRS and continuously
received testosterone for 15 years. Hypoechoic nodular
lesion, approximately 20 mm in size, was in left breast with
no obvious metastasis seen on positron emission tomography. Core needle biopsy of tumor showed invasive ductal
carcinoma. Later on, breast specimen was defined as neuroendocrine cancer of the breast: PR positive, ER positive,
HER negative, Ki-67 20%. Sentinel lymph node was negative [10].
In all papers published up to date, which have pathology report described, histological examination of the breast
tumor in FtM TG showed invasive ductal carcinoma of the
breast tissue, PR/ER positive [3, 16, 17].

Discussion
Gender identity describes a person’s inherent sense of
being a woman, man, or of neither gender, whereas sexual
orientation refers to how people identify their physical
and emotional attraction to others [20, 21]. Gender reassignment surgery, as series of complex surgical genital
and non-genital procedures, is recognized as the most
effective treatment for patients with gender dysphoria
[22]. The two main principles of hormone therapy for
transgender patients are to reduce endogenous hormone
levels and their associated sex characteristics and replace
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with hormones of the preferred sex [23]. Transgender persons (TG) usually receive cross-sex hormone treatments
as a part of treatment strategy before, during, and after
surgery without great knowledge about their incidence
of breast cancer, especially in female-to-male (FtM) TG.
Incidence of male breast cancer is less than 1%. Incidence
of male-to-female (MtF) transsexuals is still unknown.
However, the risk of long-term use of hormonal treatment
following transgender surgery [24] found breast cancer
incidence equivalent to rates among natal males [18]. It is
necessary to know that only absolute contraindications to
hormone therapy are estrogen-responsive or testosteroneresponsive tumors. There are still controversies about the
incidence of BC in TG population. Burcombe stated that
higher percentage of BC in transsexual population is due
to the fact that many FtM use testosterone replacement
for the alleviation of symptoms on by-surgical menopause
than on other population [16], though Gooren [18] said
that combination of mastectomy and testosterone treatment
in FtM subjects can greatly reduce risk. Katayama wrote
about two possible pathways of exogenously supplied testosterone that stimulates the activity of hormone receptors
in residual breast tissue. Aromatase converts testosterone
to estradiol (E2), which stimulates breast cell proliferation
by activating ERs. In this pathway, testosterone indirectly
stimulates ERs [25, 26]. In the second, 5a-reductase converts testosterone to dihydro-testosterone, which directly
affects ARs in AR-positive breast cancer patients [26].
The precise causative role of androgens in breast cancer
etiology is unclear. High circulating androgens in postmenopausal women may increase estrogens via peripheral
aromatization of dihydro-epiandrostenedione (DHEA) to
oestradiol (E2) and oestrone in breast and adipose tissue.
Metabolites of DHEA compete with E2 to stimulate estrogen receptors (Ers). Prolonged and unopposed estrogen
and androgen stimulation increases breast cancer risk [23,
25–29]. Due to that, it is obvious rule for all TG to have
estradiol and testosterone levels measured quarterly during the first year of treatment, and then every 6–12 months
thereafter once goal levels are achieved. In all FtM patents
who developed breast cancer, testosterone administration
was stopped due to the fact that high levels of circulating
androgens increase the risk of developing breast cancer
[30, 31], whereas other studies showed opposite results
[32, 33]. Brown showed that in spite of this complex process, these patients do not show greater incidence of breast
cancer (BC) than the general population [6]. Breast cancer infrequently occurs in TG patients. Even breast core
biopsies can be difficult for interpreting after changes in
breast tissue in female-to-male transsexuals following gender reassignment (GRA) [34].
Good to know are data from the large retrospective studies from Mayo Clinic that breast cancer occurred in all
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high-risk women who underwent subcutaneous mastectomy
[35].
From two biggest studies, first in Europe, Dutch study [8]
Gooren noted that for 795 FtM patients only one case with
BC was confirmed. The second biggest study in the USA in
a group of 293 female-to-male gender dysphoric patients
reported that breast cancer was proven in seven patients.

Conclusion
Reviewing the literature, so many different data concerning
probability of BC in sexual minority can be found.
Although Meads stated the fact that woman who report
partnering with women or identified as lesbian or bisexual
may experience elevated breast cancer risk [36], Brown
revealed reverse data [14].
Breast cancer screening program should be offered to all
TG individuals according to national guidelines. It is very
important to take into consideration a transgender person’s
natal and surgical anatomy, unique clinical concerns for
depression and anxiety, risk of suicide together with risk
factors including experiences of harassment or physical or
sexual violence, low education level, and unemployment [1].
It is necessary to know that besides higher risk for breast
cancer, including overweight, obesity, and excessive alcohol
intake in transgender people, everyday experiences of higher
discrimination than in heterosexual people were reported.
Approximately 42% are attributed to the bisexual orientation [37].
One of the big issues can be the reality of obtaining
screening mammography less often than in other women, so
consensus group recommend that female-to-male transmen
without bilateral mastectomy follow screening guidelines for
cisgender women [38–40] as they remain at risk for breast
cancer. Transgender men who did not have mastectomy
should think about the risks and benefits of breast cancer
screening and consider mammography as recommended by
the American Cancer Society [23]. Even in patients with
bilateral prophylactic mastectomy, they are not completely
abolished from cancer risk. The inability of subcutaneous
mastectomy to remove all glandular tissue is a major limitation, particularly in high-risk individuals in whom any residual breast tissue has significant neoplastic potential [41–45].
Understanding the need for mammography in these often
marginalized groups is very important in addressing breast
cancer disparities [46] despite differences in insurance coverage in some countries and greater concern for the cancer
of the breast in residual breast tissue [8]. The best screening
rule, ever, for breast cancer in male transsexuals and other
LBGT population should be, besides surgical history and
hormonal status, “Screen Now, Screen Regularly and Screen
What You Have.”
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